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International Comments: 
Nazis Against Russia
While the U.S. news media have downplayed the mur-
derous role of the neo-Nazis in the coup in Ukraine, not 
all in the West have been so blind and mute. A sam-
pling:

Germany
Former German Chancellor Gerhard Schröder 

(SPD) criticized the Western pattern of anti-Putin pro-
paganda, at an event organized by the weekly Die Zeit 
on March 9, saying that the EU has not “grasped in the 
slightest degree that [Ukraine] is a culturally divided 
country, one cannot treat such a country in such a way,” 
namely, pushing it to choose between the EU and 
Russia. Schröder had attacked EU before the regime 
change in Kiev, saying that the Europeans had disquali-
fied themselves as unbiased mediators, since they had 
taken the side of the Maidan against the government.

The “Panorama” program of the first TV network on 
March 9 featured “Putsch in Kiev: What Role Are the 
Fascists Playing?” This reports that “extreme-right 
forces played an important role from the beginning on 
the Maidan,” exemplified by Svoboda, a neo-fascist 
party “received by the NPD [German neo-fascist party] 
in Saxony last year,” and “seen as Nazi allies [in the 
1940s] in eastern and southern Ukraine.” Svoboda now 
controls the deputy prime minister, the chief public 
prosecutor, and the head of the national security coun-
cil, Andrei Parubi, and the latter’s immediate deputy is 
“the neo-Nazi Dmytro Yarosh” who formed and heads 
the Right Sector. Citing Svoboda chief Oleh Tyahny-
bok’s statements about what he called “Russo-Jewish 
swine,” the piece ends by quoting German policy ana-
lyst Alexander Rahr: “The Right Sector was decisive 
for the coup in my view, because it is an organization 

which was already ready to go to battle with the police 
and security forces. . . . It played a great part in the vic-
tory of the Maidan.”

A similar article was posted at RP Online, begin-
ning: “In Ukraine, right groups have gained consider-
able political influence during the protests. Their repre-
sentatives hold important posts in the new government 
in Kiev.” The author details how the Right Sector 
hacked Wikipedia to change its description of them to 
the blander “some major media describe them as ex-
treme right or neo-fascist.”

On March 8, the ARD-TV network broadcast a pro-
gram titled “With Nazi Symbols Against Putin: The 
Right Sector and the Maidan.”

Italy
European Parliament Member Pino Arlacchi, 

former director of the UN Office of Drug Control and 
Crime Prevention, told Italian Radio 24 on Jan. 27 that 
the protest in Ukraine is in the hands of Nazis, and 
called on the EU to stop interfering in the country.

Asked whether he thinks that Europe is adequately 
supporting protesters “who demand Europe” in 
Ukraine, Arlacchi answered: “It does not seems at all 
that they are demanding ‘Europe’ at this time. The street 
is in the hands of pro-Nazi radicals and of Svoboda na-
tionalists, who I do not think care much about Europe.”

Australia
Former Prime Minister Malcolm Fraser in the 

Guardian March 2 cited a column in the same publica-
tion by Seamus Milne, who had “described the ele-
ments then fighting the [Yanukovych] government as 
pro-fascist, pro-nazi, anti-Jew.”

Fraser wrote, “After the fall of the Soviet Union, 
many hoped the cold war ideology could be put behind, 
and that the powers could work for a more co-operative 
and a better world.” NATO, he suggested, was obsolete; 
it had “done its job.”

Fraser said that security for former republics of the 
Soviet Union and Soviet allies in Eastern Europe could 
have been achieved in many ways, but “NATO chose to 
provide that security by moving eastward to the borders 
of Russia.” He traced NATO’s eastward moves to 
George W. Bush’s insistence on deploying a BMD 
system on Russia’s borders. “America said this was 
aimed at Iran. Russia would not have believed that. The 
west was acting as through the cold war still persisted.” 
Fraser said that Georgia’s 2008 war, as well as the cur-
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rent situation around Crimea, “grows directly from 
those early mistakes made by the west,” and from at-
tempts to draw Ukraine into NATO.

United States
Paul Craig Roberts, a former Treasury official in 

the Reagan Administration, wrote on his website on 
March 5: “What has happened in Ukraine is that Wash-
ington plotted against and overthrew an elected legiti-
mate government and then lost control to neo-nazis 
who are threatening the large Russian population in 
southern and eastern Ukraine, provinces that formerly 
were part of Russia. These threatened Russians have 
appealed for Russia’s help, and just like the Russians in 
South Ossetia, they will receive Russias help.

“The Obama regime and its presstitutes will con-
tinue to lie about everything.”

Russian TV Features 
LaRouche on Ukraine
March 6—A five-minute segment on tonight’s prime-
time Vesti news program, on Russian state TV’s Ros-
siya-24 channel, was titled “Lyndon LaRouche: USA 
Relies on Nazis in Ukraine.” Correspondent Yevgeni 
Popov reviewed the extent of Western support for out-
right fascists in Ukraine, anchoring his report on an 
interview with LaRouche recorded yesterday. The Vesti 
program has an audience in the millions.

The following is a translation of the 
Vesti story, which was illustrated with 
video clips from recent weeks, including 
Barack Obama’s representative Victoria 
Nuland at the Maidan, and the attacks by 
Right Sector guerrillas on the police. (El-
lipses indicate parts of the original skipped 
in the Russian translation; phrases in 
square brackets were added in the Russian 
voiceover.)

Anchorwoman: It is obvious that the 
coup in Kiev could not have happened 
without direct support from the West. 
Prominent EU and U.S. politicians openly 
visited the Maidan and supported the 
mob’s intention to overthrow the demo-

cratically elected government. On the eve of the Vilnius 
summit of Nov. 29, 2013, Speaker of the Lithuanian 
Parliament Loreta Grauiniene did so, on an unapproved 
visit to Kiev during which she spoke from the Maidan 
stage. The EU’s High Representative for Foreign and 
Security Policy, Catherine Ashton, showed up at the 
Maidan, as did former Polish Prime Minister Jaroslaw 
Kaczynski. The most memorable visit, however, was 
that of U.S. Assistant Secretary of State Victoria 
Nuland, who handed out pastries and cookies to the 
crowd. At a closed White House briefing, Nuland ac-
knowledged that the USA had spent over $5 billion to 
support the Ukrainian coup.

Yevgeni Popov heard about the West’s role in an in-
terview with American political elder Lyndon La-
Rouche.

Popov: Those who decided [President Viktor] Yan-
ukovych’s fate and forced him to flee the capital do not 
have Ukrainian surnames. After all, it was Polish Prime 
Minister Donald Tusk who made it public that the Pres-
ident had agreed to early elections. His representative, 
Foreign Minister Sikorski, was at the Presidential of-
fices on Bankovskaya Street at the time, with [German 
Foreign Minister Frank-Walter] Steinmeier and [French 
Foreign Minister Laurent] Fabius. The foreign minis-
ters of Poland, Germany, and France did their job: They 
convinced Yanukovych to sign the agreement, which 
the opposition also signed, and then immediately forgot. 
And it seemed that the Maidan had won its own victory 
in Kiev.

Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., on the Vesti Russian TV program, March 6, 2013.


